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This invention relates to ?les made of 
stout paper, cardboard and similar material, 

> for containing papers, letters and documents 
in which the papers, letters or documents are 

5 held in the ?le without the necessity of‘their 
perforation or mutilation, and by mere 
pressure exercised thereon near the folded 
edge of a torsion spring comprising pairs of 
loops or clips formed of a continuous length 
of ?ne wire. 7 ' 

According to the invention means adapted 
to lie at or near the folded edge of the ?le 
are provided for supporting the pairs of loops 
‘or the clips employed, so as to render unneces~ 
sary the binding of the pairs of loops or clips 
to the material of which the ?le is made, by 
such means as wire or otherwise. 
The means employed according to the in 

vention may consistof a support such as a rod, 
strip or the like of steel or other ?exible and 
elastic metal or of other material, upon which 
the pairs of loops or clips are supported or to 
which they may be connected. , 

1 According to the invention, moreover, the 
pairs of'loops or clips are so formed and so 
carried or connected upon the support, rod, 
strip or the like, that the loops of each pair, 
or the parts of each clip, are capable of belng 
opened out or of being separated in a pivotal 
movement about the support, rod, strip or the 
like. For this purpose according to the in 
vention the respective loops or parts of each 
pair are connected together at the positlon at 
which they are carried or connected upon the 
support, rod strip or the like, by a spring 
or by a helical or other formation of the wire 
of which the loops or parts of the respective 
clip are formed, whereby the loops or parts 
are under tension or are put under'tension 
on being opened or separated.‘ Thus on a 
number of such pairs of loops or clips being 
mounted or supported upon a rod, strip‘or 
the like in determined positions in its length, 
the spring or helix, or other intermediate 
part of the wire, causes a certain pressure 
upon the respective parts or covers of the ?le 
in positions where the loops or clips engage, 
whereby the papers, letters or documents may 
be ?rmly engaged therein. ' 
‘According to the invention, moreover, all 
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the pairs of loops or clips, or a number of- them 
thatare used upon the ?le,'may be formed 
from a continuous length‘ of steel Wire, such 
as piano wire, and the respective ends of the 7 
continuous length of wire used may be ex?‘ 55 
tended to engage the support, so that the ?nal 
loops at each end maybe maintained in proper 
position upon the support. > - i_ , 
According to the invention, moreover, .a , 

sti?’ening strip or folded cardboard or stout to 
paper or the like isapplied over. the Wire near 
the folded edge of the?le, the strip aforesaid 
belng secured by paste or other’ adhesive. 
The said strip may be of a greater thickness 
than the paper, cardboard ‘or the like, of 
which the main part or cover of the ?le is ' 
made or may be otherwise provided to give 
rigidity to the ?le or jacket near the folded 
edgep ~By such means although the ?le may 
be made of ?exible material it may be laid up- 70, 
right to rest on its rear edge without‘ collaps 
lng or departing from a substantially straight , 
or vertical line. ' - 

. The invention comprises the features here 
inafter described, ‘ 1 ~ ‘ v 

The vinvention is diagrammatically illus 
trated by way of example in the accompany 
ing drawings, in which, ' 
Figure l is a'diagrammatic front elevation , ' 

partly in section of a ?le provided according ‘so 
to the invention, and in which. part of-the re 
inforcing strip isshown removed toexpose 
the torsion spring; while Figure 2 ‘is _ a 
diagrammatic detail transverse secti'onon an 
enlarged scale and corresponding to Figure s5 
1, and Figure 3 is aperspective viewof the‘ ' 
?le shown with papers set? preparatory to i 
being insertedin position in the ?le, it being ' 
understood that the papers to be ?led are laid 
in determined position as - indicated in the 
?gure and the upper part of the ?le raised so 
that thus the inner edges of the-papers come 
to lie between the front and back part of the 
?le near the rear edge at which the loops or 
clips are applied and are tightly engaged by 9-5 
them. ' - ‘I 

In carrying the invention into effect as ‘ 
illustrated in the accompanying drawings the 
rear folded edge of the ?le a may ‘be provided 
with an inwardly protruding gusseted part b 100 
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forming an external groove or recess at the 
rear edge, adapted for the reception or ad 
j acent disposition of the rod 0 or of a support, 
strip or the like upon which the respective 
pairs of loops or parts (Z of the clips are car 
ried or connected as hereinbefore described; 
and in order that the rod 0 or other support or 
the like may be brought in position adjacent 
or within the groove or recess referred to, the 
respective loops or parts at of each pair are 
caused to engage on the outside of the file 
a in opposite positions near the rear folded 
edge Z), as illustrated, so that when in such 
positions the rod or other support or the like 
comes to lie adjacent to or \vitnin the external 
groove or recess in the" inwardly protruding 
gusseted part In of the ?le. 

v The pairs or parts of the loops or clips are 
' advantageously made as illustrated in Figure 
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1 of a continuous length of wire the ends of 
which ’ are formed around the rod 0 into 
helices d2. , Thus the connected series of pairs 
of loops or clips are-?rmly held upon the 
rod 0. " - ‘ 

Over the rear folded edge of the ?le a cov 
ering or reinforcing strip or length 6 of 
folded cardboard, stout paper, fabric or other 
material may be secured by means of paste 
or other adhesive orotherwise, so that thus 
the rod 0 or other support or the like carrying 
the respective pairs of loops or clips d is com 
pletely enclosed, throughout its length, and 
this folded reinforcing length 0 of cardboard 
or other material may be provided of such 
thickness and width as to' give rigidity to the 
?le, or the sides thereof, near the folded edge; 

and on, the front side of the ?le a heading may be formed parallel With the rear folded 

edge, and for example about one inch there 
from, sothat the front side of the ?le may fold 
on this line in opening or closing; or instead 

' or in addition, the inner edge of the front part 
of the reinforcing length 6 of folded card 
board'or other material maydetermine the 
folding line on which the front part of the ?le 
may open or close. The back part c1 of the 
reinforcing length of folded cardboard or 
other material may be Wider than the front 
part, so as to give‘rigidity to the ?le near its 
rear folded edge, whereby the ?les may be 
set to stand upright upon their rear edges 
without possible tendency completely to bend 
‘or collapse. 

Such a folded strip e may serve for the re 
tention of the respective pairs of loops in 
their position merely by being secured by 
paste or adhesive. But before such a folded 
strip is applied in the manner described strips 
of stout paper, fabric or other material may 
be applied by paste or other adhesive or 
otherwise on the outer faces of the ?le in op 
posite positions near the rear folded edge, so 
as thus to cover the loops or parts of the clips 
with the said strips. By such means the re— 
spective loops of each pair may be held with 
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in pockets formed between the respective parts 
or covers of the ?le and the strips referred 
to, whereby the movement up or down with 
respect to the ?le is prevented. 

it will be understood that in the construc~ 
tion illustrated in Figures 1 and 2, the forma 
ion of the wire that is required in order that 
the respective pairs of loops are under tension 
ordinarily suffices to hold the rod 0, Where 
by if the folded reinforcing strip 6 be brought 
as closely as possible or conveniently against 
the folded edge of the ?le and secured in posi 
tion in the manner described, the pairs of 
loops‘ are securely held, and no special means 
are necessary positively to retain the rod in 
its position. It will be understood however, 
that the ends of the rod may be bent over or 
other nieansemployed to ensure against rel 
ative movement. Or again transversely dis 
posed strips of paper, tape or other material 
may be applied and secured by paste or other 
adhesive or otherwise near the respective ends 
of the ?le, or otherwise in position across the 
groove or recess at the rear folded edge, as a 
means for retaining the support, rod, strip 
or the like carrying the pairs of loops or the 
parts of the clips, inthe external groove or 
recess, or in a position adjacent thereto, so 
that thus, the loops or clips are thus also ren 
dered substantially immovable. 

It will be understood that as illustrated 
in Figure 3, the front part of the ?le is raised 
and folded back on a line beside the bead f, 
into the position indicated in that ?gure; the 
papers it may then be set for insertion into 
the file by bringing their inner edges beside 
the line 9' marked on the inner face of the 
front part of the ?le. The open ?le as indi~ 
cated in Figure 3 is laid upon a table or flat 
surface and the papers "h are held'in posi- ' 
tion by pressure of the right hand. The top 
part of the ?le is then engaged by the left 
hand, and raised so that the ?le near the back 
edge is opened against the action of the spring 
clips d. In this operation the papers it near 
their inner edges are raised until the folded 
edge of the top part of the file allows the 
papers at their inner edges to fall. The top 
part of the ?le is then released, and the folded 
edge thereofthen contacts with the papers 
72, near their inner edges, and engages them 
against the back or lower part of the. ?le. 
‘The papers in may be similarly released or 
they may be released on being pulled out 
and by overcoming the friction by which they 
are held in position. ' 

Instead of providing a support for the 
pairs of loops or clips it, so that it extends 
the length of the rear folded edge of the ?le, 
the support may be provided to extend for 
the purpose of carrying one, two or other 
nuni t-er of pairs of loops or clips, thus Where 
one pair of loops alone is provided the ends 
of the continuous length of wire of which 
it is made are formed into helices such as CF 
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upon the rod 0; or again, instead of the pairs 
of loops or clips being supported upon a rod, 
they may be supported or held on a flexible 

' member such as a cord or tape, which may 
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be held taut or be secured in positions at‘ its 
ends or in intermediate positions by adhesive, 
stitching or otherwise, and in such a case 
the flexible member may extend over the 
respective top and bottom edges of the file 
and be secured on the inside, and more than 
one such ?exible member may be used the 
ends of which may be secured on the inner 
faces of the ?le adjacent the folded edge, 
and instead-of the number of loops or clips 
being provided of a single continuous length 
of wire, whereby the loopsor clips are con 
nected together by intermediate and integral 
lengths of wire, the loops or- clipsmay be 
separately provided, and separately held in 
position on a rod or other support such as 
hereinbefore described or by any other suit 
able means. . 

It is preferred that the loops (Z of each pair 
or the parts of each clip are applied near 

_ the folded edge of the ?le on the outer faces, 
but they may be applied on the inner faces, 
in which case it will be understood that cov 
ering or reinforcing strips such as herein- 
before described may be applied on the in 
ner faces of the ?le near the folded edge, and 
that the fold may be similarly formed by 
gusseting, in order that the support, rod, strip 
or the like by which the pairs of loops or 
‘clips are carried may be accommodated with 
in a recess or adjacent thereto. The recess 
may then be covered over by-a folded rein 
forcing length of cardboard or other mate 
rial, which is'applied over the support and 
the loops or clips so as to enclose or con?ne 
them in their position within or adjacent to 
the recess on the inside of the folded edge. It 
is, however, preferred to mount the clips 
upon the outer side of the ?le or cover. 
Again, instead of or in addition to mount 

> ing pairs of loops orv clips upon a support, 
rod, or the like in the manner hereinbefore 
described, the ‘pairs of loops (Z or the clips 
may be applied in. position without such 
means being employed. For example, the 
pairs of loops cl or clips may be applied 
within slots or cavities formed in the sides 
of the ?le, or within strips or cardboard or 
other material secured thereto,’ or ‘within 
strips of cardboard or other material 'ap 
plied over the loops or clips. Open slots‘ or 
cavities may for example be formed in the 
folded reinforcing strips, and the loops or 
parts of the clips may be provided of such 
a shape as to be wider at their ends than at 
‘their position of connection, and-the open 
slots or cavities are provided of a corres 
ponding shape, so that on the folded rein 
forcing length 6 of cardboard. or other ma 
terial being applied, these open slots are cov~ 

" ered over and the loops retained therein, 

whereby the extraction of the ‘loops is pre4 
vented; or again the loops or partsof the 

3 

clips, of a shape such as'described, may be . 
secured within pockets formed in strips of 
canvas or other material secured on the outer 70 
faces of the ?le near the fold, or the separate . 
or connected pairs of loops maybe otl1er~ 
wise mounted so as to be retained in posi 
tion without the necessary puncture ofthe 
sides of the ?le. In such cases it will be 
understood that the covering or reinforcing 
length of cardboard or other material is after 
wards secured in position and may serve fur 
ther to ensure the retention of’ the pairs'of 
loops or clips so mount-ed. ; . ' 

In general it has been found that the clips 
or pairs of loops d may besimply made 
from ?ne steel wire, such as ?ne steel wire 
used for pianos and in forming each loopv 
‘as illustrated of a more or less elongated or 
parabolic shape of.'from 5A1,” to 11A; inch or 
more or less in length, and 1A1," or more or less 
in width, and twisting each loop, so that the 
loops of each pair may rest ?at in substan 
tially opposite positions upon the face of the 
?le cover or sides ;- it being understood that 
the wire between the loops is ‘formed into a 
number of turns all, such as two or'three of 
a diameter of 1/8” or more or less, in such 
manner as to impose a tension upon the turns 
of wire when separating the loops cl in the 
manner hereinbefore described. 
of wire ‘651 may be slightly separated, and 
the loops may be inclined slightly towards 
each other, so as to be substantially oppositely 
disposed. - v ' 

It will be understood that the invention 
may be carried into effect in any other ways 
than hereinbefore described forincorporat~ 
ing the loops or clips withthe ?le or cover, 
and for forming the loops orclips, whereby 
they may be retained in position in the man! 
ner and substantially as described. 

I claim: 7 r , _ 

' 1. A ?le for papers, letters and documents, 
comprising two substantially symmetrical 
front and back parts connected together on 
a folding line, torsion springs disposed ad 
jacent the said folding'line, but unconnected 
with the said‘front and back parts, apair of 
loops integral with each of said torsion 
springs, each pair of loops extending. trans 
versely to the rear edge of the ?le and en 
gaging by contact and without connection 
the said respective front andback parts at 
a position adjacent the said folding line, the 
loops of each pair being oppositely» disposed 
and the torsion springs having a helical from 
and being disposed between andconnecting 
together the respective loops of each pair, 
substantially as'hereinbefore described. 

2. A ?le for papers, letters and documents 
comprising two substantially symmetrical 
front and back parts connected togetheron a 
folding line, torsion springs disposed ed p 
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jacent the said folding line but unconnected 
with the said front and back parts, a ‘pair of 
loops integral with each of said torsion 
springs, each pair of loops extending trans 
versely to the rear edge of the ?le and en 
gaging by contact and without connection the 
said respective front and back parts at a posi 
tion adjacent the said folding line, the loops 
of each pair being oppositely disposed and the 
torsion springs having a helical form and be 
ing disposed between and connecting to 
gether the respective loops of each pair and 
a support for the said torsion springs and 
their respective integral pairs or loops, the 
said support being unconnected with the said 
front and back parts and passing through the 
torsion springs, substantially as hercinbefore 
describe . - i . ' 

3. A file for papers, letters and documents 
comprising two substantially symmetrical 
front and back parts connected together on 
a folding line, torsion springs each made of 
a single length of ?ne wire disposed adjacent 
to and externally of the said folding line but 
unconnected with the said front and back 
parts, a pair of loops integrally formed with 
each of said torsion springs, each pair of 
loops extending transversely to the rear edge 
of the file and engaging the said respective 
front and back parts thereof by contact and 
not by connection at i a position adjacent 
thereto, the loops of each pair being oppo 
sitely disposed and the torsion springs having 
a helical form and being disposed between 
and connecting together the respective loops 
of each pair, a support for the said torsion 
springs and their respective integral pairs of 
loops, the said support being unconnected 
with the said front and back parts and pass 
ing through the said torsion 'springs'and 
means for enclosing the said torsion springs 
and their respective integral pairs of loops, 
substantially as hereinbefore described. 

4. A ?le for papers, letters and documents, 
comprising two substantially symmetrical 
front and back parts connected together on 
a folding line, torsion springs disposed ad 
j acent the said folding line but unconnected 
with the said front and back parts, a pair 
of loops integral with each of said torsion 
springs, each pair of loopsextending trans 
versely to the rear edge of the ?le and engag 
ing by contact and without connection the 
said respective front and back parts thereof 
at a posit-ion adjacent the said folding line, 
the loops of each pair being oppositely dis 
posed and the torsion springs having a helical 
form and being disposed between and con 
necting together the respective loops of each 
pair, and a rod disposed adjacent and parallel 
with the ‘folding line of the ?le for the sup 
port of the torsion springs, and their re 
spective integral pairs of loops, the said rod 
being'unconnected with the said front and 

' back parts, the torsion springs being mounted 
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upon and engaging the said‘ rod, substan 
tially as hereinbefore described. ‘ 

5. A file forpapers, letters and documents, 
comprising two substantially symmetrical 
front and ‘back parts connected together'on 
a folding line, torsion springs disposed ad 
jacent the said folding line but unconnected 
with the said front and back parts,a pair of 
loops integral with each of said torsion 
springs, each pair of loops extending trans 
versely to the rear edge of the tile and en 
gaging by contact and without connection 
the said respective front and back parts at 
a position adjacent the said. folding line 
within transversely disposed ‘pockets re 
spectively provided upon the said front and 
back parts, the loops of each pair being op 
positely' disposed and the torsion springs 
having a helical form and being disposedbe 
tween and connecting together the respective 
loops of each pair, substantially asherein 
before described. > 

6. A file for papers, letters and-documents, 
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comprising two substantially symmetrical" 
front and back parts connected together on a ,, 
folding line, torsion springs disposed adja 
cent the" said folding line but unconnected 
‘with the said frontand back parts, a pair 
of loops integral with each‘ of said torsion 
springs, each pair of loops extending trans 
versely to the rear edge of the file and en 
gaging by contact and without connection 
the said respective front and back parts at 
a position adjacent the said folding ine, the 1 
loops of each pair being oppositely disposed 
and the torsion springs having a helical form 
and being disposed between and connected to 
the respective loops of each pair, and rein 
forcement applied upon the ?le at the said 
front and back parts over the folding line, 
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the said reinforcement being permanently ‘ 
secured and enclosing the said torsion springs 
and their respective integral loops, and ex 
tending at the said back part beyond the 
position at which it extends at the said front 
part, substantially as hereinbefore described. 

7. A ?le for papers, letters and documents, 
comprising two substantially symmetrical 
front and back parts connected together on 
a folding line, torsion springs disposed ad 
jacent the said folding line but unconnected 
with the said front and back parts, a pair of 
loops integral with each of said torsion 
springs, each pair of loops extending trans 
versely to the rear edge of the file and en 
gaging by contact and without connection 
the said respective front and back parts at 
a position adjacent the said folding line, the 
loops of each pair being oppositely disposed 
and the torsion springs having a helical form 
and being disposed between and connecting 
together the respective loops ofv each pair, 
and a folded reinforcing strip applied at the 
said front and back parts over the folding 
line, and enclosing the said torsion springs 
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and their respective integral loops, the said 
reinforcingv strip extending-at the front of 
the ?le to a line parallel With the rear edge 
of the ?le adjacent a position at which the 
said front part may fold in raising the said 
front part, the said reinforcing strip extend- ' 
ing at the back part substantially beyond the 
said line, substantially as hereinbefore de 
scribed. 7 

JOHN FREDERICK VEIL. 


